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Descriptive Summary
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Date             1764-1847

Size             1.5 linear ft. (3 boxes)

Repository       Special Collections Research Center
                  University of Chicago Library
                  1100 East 57th Street
                  Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A.

Abstract         This collection contains 234 literary and historical manuscripts relating to
                  French affairs from the years 1764 to 1847. A majority of the documents are
                  from the Napoleonic period. Most of the documents are letters written in
                  France in the French language. The letters pertain to a range of topics, from
                  political events to labor unrest to cultural activities. Other materials include
                  legal documents, receipts, and short manuscripts.

Information on Use

Access           No restrictions

Citation         When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Spencer, William M.
                  Collection of French Manuscripts, [Box #, Folder #], Special Collections Research Center,
                  University of Chicago Library

Biographical Note

William Spencer was a prominent Chicago businessman and civic leader. Spencer was born in
1892 in Erie, PA. His father was president of the First National Bank of Erie. Spencer graduated
from Princeton University in 1915. In college, he served as class treasurer and was a member of
the track team.

Spencer earned the Distinguished Service Cross as an officer in the “Fighting 69th” battalion
of the U.S. Army in World War I. He fought in the battle of the Marne as well as another
engagement in which all but three of his unit’s 30 officers were killed. Upon returning to the
U.S., Spencer served in the Illinois militia and was its chief of staff from 1940-1942. His highest
military rank was that of colonel.
Spencer’s business career began at the Hammerhill Paper Company. He directed the firm’s Great Lakes shipping activity. In 1924, he married Gertrude White. White’s father, F. Edson White, had been president of Armour & Co. William and Gertrude had two sons, Edson and William Jr., and a daughter, Suzanne.

In 1941, Spencer was elected chairman of the North American Car Company, a railroad car manufacturer owning 7,750 rail cars. By Spencer’s retirement in 1959, the firm had become the third largest railroad car renter in the nation with more than 15,000.

Spencer had an active civic and volunteer career as well. In 1951, he was appointed chairman of the Chicago Plan Commission. His goal was to beautify Chicago to such an extent that surrounding suburbs would want to become incorporated within the city limits. Spencer was a trustee of Northwestern University, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Latin School Foundation, Children’s Home & Aid Society and the Chicago Boys Club. Spencer died in 1984 at the age of 92.

**Scope Note**

This collection contains 234 literary and historical manuscripts relating to French affairs from the years 1764 to 1847. A majority of the documents are from the Napoleonic period. Most of the documents are letters written in France in the French language. The letters pertain to a range of topics, from political events to labor unrest to cultural activities. Other materials include legal documents, receipts, and short manuscripts.

About as many individuals are represented in the collection as there are pieces. Although occasional civil and military documents are included most of the manuscripts are letters. About one-third of the items are supplied with English language translations and biographical data regarding the writer.

Among the writers of these manuscripts are Paris literati, members of the Academy, artists, churchmen, as well as men in civil and military positions. They include Grimod de la Reyniere, Louis-Francois Bausset, Marc-Antonio Besaugiers, Jean-Baptiste Say, Therese Tallien, Lodovico Visconti, Fanny Beauharnais, Alphonse Perregaux, Maine de Piran, Pierre Beranger, Michel-Louis Talot, and Jean Baptiste Royer.

The collection is organized alphabetically by author’s last name.

**Related Resources**

The following related resources are located in the Department of Special Collections:

http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/spcl/select.html
Subject Headings

- Grimod de La Reynière, Alexandre-Balthazar-Laurent, 1758-1837
- Bausset, Louis François de, cardinal, 1748-1824
- Say, Jean Baptiste, 1767-1832
- Tallien, Thérésia Cabarrus, 1773-1835
- Visconti, Louis, 1791-1853
- Beauharnais, Fanny, comtesse de, 1737-1813
- Perregaux, Alphonse Claude Charles Bernadin, comte, 1750-1808
- Maine de Biran, Pierre, 1766-1824
- Béranger, Pierre Jean de, 1780-1857
- Talot, Michel Louis, 1755-1828
- Royer, Jean Baptiste, 1733-1807
- France -- History -- 18th century
- France -- History -- 19th century
- Manuscripts, French
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